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Abstract: Every year scores of students who graduate across Asian countries, despite sound 

coaching in their several fields, they usually have hassles finding appropriate placements, or face 

issues in their jobs once they're placed, because of poor English language communication skills. 

This is often a very serious issue for college students in technical fields of study. The foremost 

imperative want of the hour is for college students to develop clarity, confidence and creative 

thinking in articulating their views. As aforesaid, the member of technocrats graduating from 

Indian Universities is extremely high. All those technocrats ought to add a global state of affairs 

with individuals returning from completely different nations. This demand makes them aware that 

if their communication skills and soft skills are intelligible, it plays a significant role in their 

placements in a very given scenario. In today’s age, there's a requirement for sustenance and 

survival in a global atmosphere, each in instructional institutions and in international firms. 

Beyond question, social relations depends greatly on communication skills. This and more is 

pursued within the succeeding paper. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Right from classroom communication, writing a good statement of purpose for admission 

into foreign universities, to collaborating in telecommunication interviews and face to face 

interviews, one has to have command over intelligible English, whereas directly human action 

with individuals at their work, places and at universities with coevals and academics, students 

ought to use English that may be understood by the individuals returning from any country of the 

planet. 

In India, though, English is given the standing of second/ third language, fluency in 

English is taken into account to be a signal of culture and standing in our society. Schools and 

colleges for an extended time had English as a Library language. Thus, students may acquire 

reading and writing skills, however speaking was at doldrums. Students acquire and should be 

accustomed in speaking in their first language and this contains a larger impact on pronunciation 

of English. To neutralize their English language accent, we want to acquaint students with the 

information of acoustics in our country. 
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Firstly, the grammar, syntax and pronunciations of Indian languages is completely 

different from that of English. The speech  that is the spoken communication and  the written 

communication are nearly similar in Indian languages. Whereas in English, these two are 

completely different. In English, at times, there's match between the writing system and also the 

pronunciation. As an example, the written word ‘ough’ is pronounced in numerous ways in which 

in words like ‘through’, ‘though’ and ‘cough’. 

In English, we've few sounds that aren't found in Indian languages usually. Moreover, 

we've several silent letters in English where the  pronunciation is quite different  from the spelling. 

Example-subtle, psychology, etc. Asian country has several languages and thus a uniform way of 

pronouncing words is quite difficult and  troublesome. Students returning from every region would 

have their own mother tongue influence on their speech. To neutralize their accent and hone their 

intelligible English speaking skills, teaching English language acoustics is extremely essential. 

Within the English language, the letters and also the sounds square measure completely different 

from one another,. though spoken words complement and supplement the word, they do not get 

along with each other completely. It's important to master the structure of the words, their stress 

patterns, and also the rhythm of the sentences of phrases. The science that deals with the sounds of 

the language is known as phonetics and it should be mastered so that the accent and 

pronunciations are compatible with that of the others. 

Developing communication skills will facilitate several aspects of your life, from your 

skilled career, to social gatherings, to your family life. In today's agitated world, we have a 

tendency to swear heavily on sharing information, leading to larger stress being placed on having 

smart communication skills. smart verbal and written language skills so as to deliver and perceive 

information quickly and accurately. On the contrary, poor communication skills will have a 

negative impact - a poorly delivered message might end in misunderstanding, frustration and in 

some cases disaster. 

Communication may be outlined because the method of understanding and sharing which 

means. to speak well is to know, and be understood. This may be achieved within the following 

ways: 

• Verbally - your voice 

• Visually - e.g. images, graphs, maps, information graphics 

• Non-verbally - e.g. visual communication, eye contact, gestures 

• Written – e.g. books, websites, emails 

Listening is a very important a part of communication. Being able to actively listen is a very 

important communication ability. It’s simply unmarked, as individuals tend to focus additional on 

what they require to mention, instead of taking note of what the opposite person is trying to 

convey. Knowing once to pause to permit the opposite person to speak is a very important ability. 

It conveys respect and a temperament to listen to the opposite person’s purpose of  

communication. Active listening skills can assist you and your colleagues to have additional open 

and helpful exchanges, wherever every contributor’s purpose of thoughts are expressed and 

detected. This will cause a additional positive operating atmosphere. 
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Valued within the work:- 

If you're applying for jobs or trying to find a promotion together with your current leader, 

you'll virtually actually have to be compelled to demonstrate smart communication skills. 

Communication skills which are required to talk befittingly with {a wide|a smart|a large} style of 

folks while maintaining good eye contact, demonstrate a varied vocabulary and tailor your 

language to your audience, listen effectively, gift your ideas befittingly, write clearly and briefly, 

and work well during a cluster.  

Having the power to pay attention fastidiously, speak clearly and place others in a 

comfortable zone is efficacious in any organisation and may involve a good vary of skills: 

 Listening to others and showing interest in what they are saying 

 Dealing with phone conversations befittingly 

 Encouraging interest and interaction from others in your team 

 Expressing AN opinion or asking an issue clearly 

 Being able to persuade others 

In demand by businesses:- 

Oral and written language  communication skills are a basic need in the place of work. The 

skills that the  potential employers seek are: 

 Communication (written and verbal) 

 Organisation 

 Teamwork 

 Critical thinking 

 Analytical skills 

Helps your career progression:- 

You will have to be compelled to request information, discuss issues, provide directions, 

add groups, move with colleagues and team mates. If you're to attain co-operation and effective 

cooperation, smart human relations skills are essential. Also, because the work is additionally 

tuning into a lot of international projects, it is very pertinent that you're to speak well in such a 

various surroundings. Being able to deliver messages clearly and perceive others suggests that 

work may be completed a lot  effectively , where you excel in competition as well. If you're to be 

seen as a valued member of the organisation, it's vital not simply to be able to do your job well, 

however conjointly to speak your thoughts on however the processes and merchandise or services 

may be improved. 

 Permits you to talk briefly:- 

It is natural to feel some nervousness while chatting with superiors or to team mates. 

Communication skills coaching can assist you find out how best to speak effectively during a big 
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selection of things, and the way to be direct so as to urge the foremost out of your dealings with 

others. 

Builds higher rapport with customers:- 

Customers need nothing quite to be understood by a corporation and that they would like 

to want they're being detected and listened to. This can be a very vital purpose if your business 

involves an outsized quantity of contact with customers, either face-to-face or over the phone. 

Influences however you learn:- 

Communication skills have contend a crucial a part of your existing information and 

beliefs. You learn to talk publically by initial having conversations, then by responsive queries and 

so by expressing your opinions. You learn to write down by initial learning to browse, then by 

writing and learning to assume critically.  

Enhances your skilled image:- 

You want to create an honest initial impression on your friends and family, instructors, and 

leader. All of them need you to convey a positive image, because it reflects on them. In your 

career, you'll represent your business or company in spoken and written kind. Your expertise and a 

spotlight to detail can replicate absolutely on you and set you up for fulfillment . 

Methods of communication:- 

 Verbal communication is delivered and received face to face, by phone, radio, computer, tv 

and alternative media. 

 Non-verbal communication is delivered and received through visual communication, eye 

contact, gestures, and the way we have a tendency to dress or behave. 

 Visual communication is delivered and received via charts, maps, pictures and graphs. 

 Written communication is delivered and received through written or digital media like 

letters, e-mails, books, magazines, and also the net. 

The ability to speak effectively with team mates, colleagues and managers is crucial, no 

matter what sector you're employed in. Smart communication improves groups, evokes high 

performance and enhances the geographic point culture. By simply keeping  in mind that, 

communication may be a two-way method, therefore mark  different people's verbal and 

nonverbal signals moreover as your own. 

By teaching yourself the way to communicate additional effectively, you’ll act in an 

exceedingly additional constructive and productive manner, creating  a positive point of view and 

creating thriving and lucrative surroundings. 
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